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Virtual Currency & Taxation: Part 1 What is Bitcoin? What is Cryptocurrency? Why should you care?



Amy Wall Author of Virtual Tax: The taxation of virtual currency



INSTRUCTOR



Amy Wall Tucson Tax Team Amy M. Wall, EA, MBA, is part tax, money, and science geek. She graduated from Harvey Mudd College with a double major in Chemistry and Economics and later earned her MBA. After building bombs for the defense industry for many years, she moved into the financial world and now has a private tax practice in Tucson. Her economics background led her to virtual currency, and now she asks the million-dollar question: How will virtual currency be taxed?



Course Overview ● The Nature of Virtual Currency ○ The Blockchain ○ History of Various Currencies ● International and Tax Implications
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“



Every informed person needs to know about Bitcoin because it might to be one of the world’s most important developments.” - Leon Louw, Nobel Peace Prize Nominee
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“



Every tax preparer needs to know about virtual currency because odds are that your clients have virtual currency income. - Amy Wall, Enrolled Agent



The Nature of Virtual Currency
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About Virtual Currency: The Blockchain How can we collectively trust what happens in the real world and online when records can be so easily modified and falsified? The Blockchain knows: ●



Who had it first



●



Who it got transferred to



●



When it got transferred



●



What value was transferred



●



Blockchain records every transaction exactly as it occurs and can never be modified; it provides a level of certainty and trust that we’ve never had before.
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About Virtual Currency: The Blockchain A blockchain is a decentralized and distributed digital ledger that is used to record transactions across many computers so that the record cannot be altered retroactively without the alteration of all subsequent blocks and the collusion of the network.
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About Virtual Currency: The Blockchain Sample Blockchain: • {   "hash":"f4184fc596403b9d638783cf57adfe4c75c605f6356fbc91338530e9831e9e16",   "ver":1,   "vin_sz":1,   "vout_sz":2,   "lock_time":0,   "size":275,   "in":[     {       "prev_out":{         "hash":"0437cd7f8525ceed2324359c2d0ba26006d92d856a9c20fa0241106ee5a597c9",         "n":0       },       "scriptSig":"304402204e45e16932b8af514961a1d3a1a25fdf3f4f7732e9d624c6c61548ab5fb8cd410220181522ec8eca07de4860a4acdd12909d831cc56cbbac4622082221a8768d1d0901"     }   ],   "out":[     {       "value":"10.00000000",       "scriptPubKey":"04ae1a62fe09c5f51b13905f07f06b99a2f7159b2225f374cd378d71302fa28414e7aab37397f554a7df5f142c21c1b7303b8a0626f1baded5c72a704f7e6cd84c OP_CHECKSIG"     },     {       "value":"40.00000000",       "scriptPubKey":"0411db93e1dcdb8a016b49840f8c53bc1eb68a382e97b1482ecad7b148a6909a5cb2e0eaddfb84ccf9744464f82e160bfa9b8b64f9d4c03f999b8643f656b412a3 OP_CHECKSIG"     }  ]
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About Virtual Currency: The Blockchain ● Like a dollar bill, virtual currency has value only because its users agree that it has value. Unlike a dollar bill, it exists only digitally and only because the blockchain says it exists. ● Banks, financial institutions and places like Intuit are deeply interested in blockchain technology. Tax preparers are interested in the virtual currency that came about because of the blockchain.
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About Virtual Currency It has no intrinsic value, but... ● It can be created and donated like property. ● It can be earned and spent like currency. ● It goes up and down in value like stock. ● It is legal in some countries—illegal in others. ● It is accepted as payment by companies such as Overstock.com, DISH Network, Microsoft, Intuit and Paypal.



Poll Question
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About Virtual Currency: Ownership
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About Virtual Currency ● Value as of 9/22/2017 = $3,700.



● If you’d bought $27 worth of Bitcoin in 2009, it would be worth $886,000 on Sept 22, 2017.
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About Virtual Currency
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About Virtual Currency This plethora of currencies is not an unusual situation. At one time in medieval Europe they had: Heller, Krenzer, Pfennig, Gulden, Taler, Ducat, Florin, Grot, Groschen, Shilling, Pound, Guinea, Denier, Sol, Livre, Soldo, Lira, Kopek, Ruble, Real, Besant, Dinar and many more.
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Is it Money? According to economists, money serves as:



1. A medium of exchange: it is accepted in making transactions 2. A unit of accounting: an easily understood & shared concept of value 3. A store of value: allows us to store value for future needs



Is virtual currency money?
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Forks ● A hard fork in the cryptocurrency world means that a potentially upcoming update will conflict with older versions. So all the users would have to ensure they run the update. After the fork, there are two versions of that currency. For example, there are now two types of Bitcoin: Bitcoin and Bitcoin Cash. Bitcoin Gold is scheduled to appear in the fall of 2017. ● Soft forks are updates to the protocol that don’t conflict with the current version. ● An update isn’t mandatory by users.
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Bubbles Versus Disruptive Technology ● Virtual currency is often compared with the Tulip craze that swept the Dutch Republic in the 17th century or the dotcom bust of the late 20th century. ● An economic bubble is trade in an asset at a price or price range that strongly exceeds the asset's intrinsic value. ● A disruptive technology is one that displaces an established technology and shakes up the industry or a ground-breaking product that creates a completely new industry.
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Disruptive Technology Blockchain may be a disruptive technology. Just as Amazon, eBay and many others emerged as the victors of the dotcom era, we expect the same from blockchain and virtual currency. The million dollar question: “Who will be the victors?”
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But I really don’t understand it! You don’t have to. Your virtual currency clients will always know more about virtual currency than you do. Don’t be afraid to ask questions. You only have to know enough to ask the right questions and apply tax law to that client’s particular situation.



Poll Question
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About Virtual Currency: Bitcoin History
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About Virtual Currency: Ethereum History
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About Virtual Currency: Litecoin History



Poll Question
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Trials and Tribulations
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Trials and Tribulations ● Silk Road was an online black market (aka darknet market) founded in February 2011 by the “Dread Pirate Roberts” (later found to be Ross Ulbricht). ● Silk Road sold illegal substances; ○ Bitcoin was the currency of choice because of its anonymity. ● Silk Road was taken down by the FBI in the fall of 2013. ● The FBI seized Silk Road’s bitcoin and later sold 29,657 bitcoins in an online auction.
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Trials and Tribulations The moral of these stories: despite the authentication attributes of the blockchain, virtual currencies can be lost or stolen. Your client might have virtual currency losses—ASK!



International and Tax Implications
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About Virtual Currency ● Bitcoin is accepted in the US by companies such as: ○ Wordpress.com, Overstock.com, Microsoft, Reddit, Virgin Airline, OkCupid, Cheapair.com, Expedia.com, Gyft, Steam, Whole Foods, Bloomberg.com, Gap, JC Penney, Dish Network, Intuit, Braintree, Shopify.com, Lionsgate Films, Save the Children
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Virtual Currency Legal Nations: International ● Canada



● Bulgaria



● Cyprus



● Japan



● Vietnam



● Zimbabwe



● Greece



● Israel



● South Korea



● Croatia



● United States



● Italy



● Saudi Arabia



● Taiwan



● Czech Republic



● Mexico



● Malta



● Jordan



● Indonesia



● Germany



● Nicaragua



● Portugal



● Lebanon



● Malaysia



● Poland



● Brazil



● Spain



● India



● Philippines



● Romania



● Chile



● Turkey



● Pakistan



● Singapore



● Slovakia



● Colombia



● Belgium



● Hong Kong



● Thailand



● Slovenia



● Sweden



● France



● Iceland



● Estonia



● Switzerland



● Bosnia



● Ireland



● Lithuania



● Finland



● Denmark



● Australia



● New Zealand



● UK



● Netherlands



● Luxemborg



● Norway



● Russia
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About Virtual Currency: International Banned ● Nigeria ● Bolivia ● Ecuador ● Kyrgyzstan ● Bangladesh ● China
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About Virtual Currency: International ● China is developing its own form of cryptocurrency. ● Russia’s central bank has stated that it’s time to develop national cryptocurrencies. ● Japan legally classified Bitcoin as a form of payment in 2017 and has licensed 11 exchanges. ○ Cryptocurrency exchange Quoine said in a press release that it will work alongside regulators "towards the healthy development of the cryptocurrency industry within Japan and on a global scale."



● The Philippines accept Bitcoin as a legal form of payment. ● Switzerland has declared Bitcoin a foreign currency but sells bitcoins at railway station kiosks.



● Taiwan allows bitcoins to be purchased at over 6,000 convenience store kiosks.
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About Virtual Currency: International ● Canada is exploring the possibility of creating a version of its currency on the blockchain. ● Ecuador is also proposing to create a national digital currency. ● South Korea plans a national digital currency using a blockchain technology. ● The National Bank of Ukraine is considering a creation of its own blockchain-based cryptocurrency, part of a national project called “Cashless Economy.” ● And on and on it goes…
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In the next course: IRS Notice 2014-21 ● The IRS issued a whopping 6 pages of guidance in April of 2014 to cover virtual currency transactions. Most of the guidance takes the form of questions and answers. ● The Treasury Department and the IRS “recognize that there may be other questions regarding the tax consequences of virtual currency not addressed in this notice that warrant consideration. Therefore, the Treasury Department and the IRS request comments from the public regarding other types or aspects of virtual currency transactions that should be addressed in future guidance.” Not another word of guidance has been issued since.
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Dangers of Underreporting ● Coinbase, the leading virtual currency exchange in the US, holds 35 million wallets. ● Per the IRS, here’s how many taxpayers reported a virtual currency transaction in their tax returns: ○ 2013 - 807 ○ 2014 - 893 ○ 2015 - 802 It is likely you have clients with virtual currency that has not been reported!



Poll Question End part 1
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Join the community discussion.



Earn more free CPE credit.



Amy Wall [email protected]
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Virtual Currency and Taxation Part I. Amy Wall, Tucson Tax Team. â—‹ Silk Road was an online black market (aka darknet market) founded in February 2011 by the â€œDread Pirate Robertsâ€� (later found to be Ross Ulbricht). â—‹ Silk Road sold illegal substances;. â—‹ Bitcoin was the currency of choice because of its anonymity. 
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